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Abstract
With advances in information technology, the explosively increasing
multimedia environment has created demand for methods by which
computers can interpret multimedia contents on behalf of humans.
By virtue of such methods, we can use multimedia eciently. For
example, we can seek desired data from vast amounts of multime-
dia information and understand their contents without viewing them.
Such a method would facilitate the use of robots in the real world and
help visually impaired people in the future.
Generic object recognition is a problem to ascertain the contents of
general images and videos. In the last decade, many researchers have
attacked this problem. After early studies using a small-scale dataset
to learn a few categories, generic object recognition has been divided
into several problems: (a) classifying not images but videos, (b) clas-
sifying images using large-scale datasets, and (c) associating images
with more than one label (annotation). For the past few years, more-
over, studies to explain multimedia not with several labels but with
a sentence including the relations among such labels have begun to
attract much attention.
Generating sentences to explain images and videos is the ultimate
goal of generic object recognition. Most methods examined in earlier
studies require semantic knowledge such as hobject, action, scenei.
Such labels with attributes should be labeled manually. Therefore,
collecting a large-scale dataset is dicult.
In this paper, we develop a methodology for sentence generation using
a dataset consisting only of pairs of an image and sentences because
numerous images or videos are associated with captions in general
web sites and sharing sites. To realize sentence generation using
only images and sentences, we examine a hypothesis: \Almost all
contents of an image are identiable with a few descriptive phrases
(keyphrases). A sentential caption can be generated by connecting
these with an experimental grammar model". Therefore, we present
the Multi-keyphrase Problem to estimate multiple keyphrases and to
generate a sentence.
Because keyphrases are combinations of various objects and events,
larger datasets are preferred. Scalability of the data amount is neces-
sary, as is accuracy of keyphrase estimation.
Consequently, we rst specically investigate large-scale visual classi-
cation. To learn labels using a large-scale dataset, online learning by
which each datum is loaded and learned one-by-one is useful. Never-
theless, no investigation or comparison of online learning methods for
visual recognition is reported in the literature. As described in this
paper, we select and x state-of-the-art features and evaluate online
algorithms.
Next, we propose a method to generate a sentence by combining esti-
mated keyphrases using an experimental grammar model. Our pilot
study, conducted using only pairs of an image and sentences, demon-
strates that sentences can be generated without semantic knowledge,
which is dicult to collect manually. We also modify an existing
online learning method to annotate images according to results ob-
tained from our investigations of state-of-the-art methods. In exist-
ing works for image annotation, combinations of metric learning and
non-parametric approaches are mainstream. However, scalability re-
mains an open question for non-parametric approaches. The proposed
method achieves state-of-the-art performance and superior scalability
for image annotation problems.
（未発表部分の為省略）
Finally, we evaluated our methodology using three datasets, each con-
sisting of pairs of an image and a sentence. Experimental results
show that our system is more accurate than those presented in ear-
lier works. The scalability of our system and experimentally obtained
results show that the accuracy increases when the dataset increases.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Recently, the development and spread of information technology has increased the
amount of accessible multimedia such as images and videos. For ecient usage of
those resources, multimedia should be retrieved and understood easily by users.
Therefore, methods by which computers can interpret multimedia contents on
behalf of humans are necessary. Future methods must not only use the contents
of multimedia but also events and objects in the real world for interpretation
by computers and robots working in the real world, by systems helping vision
impaired people, and so on.
Consequently, object recognition and event recognition from multimedia have
been widely investigated in the last decade. Objects and events are recognized
by being labeled with the names of objects and events. However, the multimedia
contents cannot be understood completely with such labels. Of course, informa-
tion about locations is lost. More generally, relations among these objects and
events cannot be understood merely using independent labels. A simple example
is shown in Figure 1.1. Both images have the common labels of \white", \blue",
\sky", and \airplane". However, these labels cannot reect the relations between
objects and colors. Additionally, spatial relations between \airplane" and \sky"
cannot be described.
Therefore, methods to associate multimedia (especially images) with a natu-
ral sentence are starting to be addressed widely. For the example presented in
Figure 1.1, the goal is to generate sentences such as \A white airplane is ying
in the blue sky." and \A blue airplane is under the white sky."
In 2010, Farhadi et al. published a landmark work [6] for describing images
with sentences. Images and sentences are manually labeled with a triplet of
hobject, action, scenei. Therefore, relations between objects and events in images
are determined with these triplets. Subsequently the mappings from images to
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“white,” “blue,” “sky,” and “airplane” images ... ?
white airplane
blue sky
in
blue airplane
white sky
under
Figure 1.1: Two images might have the same labels, \white", \blue", \sky" and
\airplane". However, the relations among these labels are ignored when using
only these labels.
triplets and from triplets to sentences are learned. Then images can be described
by estimating the triplet and retrieving a sentence associated with a triplet that
resembles the estimated triplet.
Most recent studies use multiplets. To dene the spatial relation, the labels are
estimated for each element: object, action, scene, and proposition. A few works
attempt to describe videos with sentences using a multiplet. However, such an
approach to describe multimedia with sentences presents two problems. First, the
contents and their relations beyond the multiplet cannot be described. Secondly,
collecting numerous images with such well-organized multiplets is dicult.
A sucient number of high-quality training samples with desired outputs is
generally needed. Therefore, consideration of preparing such a sucient dataset
presents an important issue. Fundamentally, visual recognition from images and
videos has several problem settings depending on the form of recognition result.
At the same time, the type of training dataset changes according to the problem.
For example, Image Segmentation, which is a problem of assigning each pixel
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to each object in the input image, requires a dataset consisting of images and
pixel-wise segments about the objects in each image. Such data are dicult to
collect in large amounts. Therefore, improving the accuracy of segmentation is
also dicult. Associating an input image with a single label (Classication) or
with multiple labels (Annotation) requires only pairs of an image and labels.
Using a large amount of labeled images from general web pages and multimedia-
sharing sites such as Flickr and YouTube, datasets for Image Classication and
Annotation can be collected in large amounts. As a result, these problems can
be assessed and resolved rapidly.
What can we collect in large numbers for describing multimedia with natural
sentences? The answer is web data. General web sites and sharing sites have
numerous images and videos associated with captions.
1.2 Objective
We develop a system to generate natural sentences for images using a dataset
consisting only of pairs of images and sentences.
To realize sentence generation using only images and sentences, rst we present
a hypothesis: Almost all contents of an image are identiable with a few descrip-
tive phrases (keyphrases). A sentential caption can be generated by connecting
these with an experimental grammar model.
Secondly, we tackle a problem to estimate multiple keyphrases as an Image
Annotation problem, where images are associated with multiple labels. In other
words, keyphrases are represented as labels consisting of a set of words. Recent
studies of large scale Image Classication adopt online learning for linear classi-
cation. In an online learning scheme, each training sample is classied repeatedly
with the classiers at the time. Then some are updated if a mistake occurs.
For reading one training sample at a time, online learning is suitable for a large
dataset. Although various learning methods for linear classication have also been
proposed in the machine learning literature, they have rarely been evaluated for
visual recognition. As described herein, we present guidelines via investigations
of state-of-the-art online learning methods of linear classiers. After the investi-
gation, we propose several online learning methods for keyphrase estimation. Our
methods achieve state-of-the-art performance and superior scalability to that of
existing methods for Image Annotation.
Finally, we develop a method to generate a natural sentence from estimated
keyphrases and a grammar model. Natural Language Generation (NLG) is an
open problem for Natural Language Processing. Existing works for generating
sentences for images are grouped into two major categories: (i) reuse of existing
sentences in the dataset and (ii) usage of a template consisting of subjects, verbs,
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and prepositions. For sentence generation with a template, each part of speech is
denable because those works use multiplet consisting of such as object, action,
scene, and preposition. Therefore, both approaches lack exibility of descriptions
for each image. Instead, we propose a novel method by solving sentence gener-
ation as a graph search problem based on our intuition that a sentence can be
generated by combining the estimated keyphrases using a grammar model.
The contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:
 Proposal of the keyphrase approach to realize sentence generation for images
using a dataset consisting only of images and sentences.
 Study investigating state-of-the-art algorithms for large-scale visual recog-
nition and evaluating those algorithms in unied experimental settings.
 Development of a learning method for keyphrase estimation and annotation
with scalability and accuracy.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
In this thesis, we aim to develop a system to generate a sentence that explains the
contents of images. First, we investigate state-of-the-art online learning methods
for large-scale visual recognition. Secondly, we develop a basic pipeline to gen-
erate a sentence via keyphrase estimation. Thirdly, we propose a novel method
to estimate keyphrases accurately. Finally, we conduct experiments to generate
sentences using a dataset consisting of image and sentence pairs.
This thesis is organized as follows: we have already described the background
and the objective of this thesis in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 describes related works,
especially works to associate images with sentences. Works for visual recognition
such as classication and annotation are also related to this thesis. In Chapter 3,
we provide novel guidelines for large-scale visual recognition by application of
state-of-the-art online learning methods. This knowledge aords a useful clue
to development of a keyphrase estimation algorithm. Our particular methodol-
ogy of sentence generation via keyphrase estimation is proposed in Chapter 4.
First, we train keyphrases using pairs of an image and sentences. Secondly, for
an input image, keyphrases are estimated. A sentence is generated by combining
the keyphrases using a grammar model. Additionally, this chapter modies an
existing online learning method. Although the existing method is developed for
classication, we devote attention to the fact that each image has several labels
for annotation problems. Chapter 5 proposes a novel online learning method to
learn numerous keyphrases. （未発表部分の為省略）Experimental results ob-
tained using several de-facto standard datasets for Image Annotation show that
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the proposed method is useful to associate images with several labels. In Chap-
ter 6, we evaluated our methodology using three datasets consisting of pairs of
an image and a sentence. Experimental results demonstrate that our system is
more accurate than previous works. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and
describes future works.
5
Chapter 2
Methods to Describe Multimedia
with Natural Language
Recent works for image recognition have advanced by virtue of machine transla-
tion. Whereas traditional works for machine translation are based on manually
organized rules, statistical machine translation using a large bilingual corpus has
become the mainstream from the close of the 20th century [7]. Because knowledge
of statistical machine translation is brought to image recognition [8], where rule-
based approaches were also mainstream, methods based on statistical learning
continue to gain mainstream acceptance.
Recognizing contents in images and videos is divisible into several groups
according to the form of output. Because enormously various and numerous
approaches are conducted for those problem settings, it is dicult to describe all
of them. Therefore, this thesis rst presents eorts for Image Classication and
Annotation, where the whole input image is associated with one or more labels.
Secondly we describe recent challenges using output sentences to explain images.
2.1 Generic Object Recognition
As described in Chapter 1, studies using computers to recognize contents of im-
ages or videos have been widely undertaken. Moreover, wide variation prevails
in the type of target object and in the form of output. Figure 2.1 presents a
variation of the visual recognition problem.
First, targets to be recognized are divisible into two groups: objects and
events. Although a few works attempt to detect events from still images, event
recognition is performed mainly with videos. Video features such as optical ow
and image features from each frame of the video are extracted rst. Then these
features are trained and recognized as usual object recognition.
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If the targets are objects, then problems are divided depending on whether
the objects are specic objects (e.g. Boeing 787 and iPhone) or generic objects
(e.g. an airplane and a car). In mainstream studies for specic object recognition,
interest points in the images are detected rst. Secondly, descriptors represent-
ing pixels surrounding these interest points are extracted. The input image is
recognized by matching its descriptors to all descriptors in the dataset. Most
approaches for generic object recognition also extract descriptors. The dier-
ence from specic object recognition is that the descriptors are extracted from
pixels surrounding not interesting points but ne grid-points because descriptors
around all grid points include information related to the background of the ob-
ject. Generic object recognition uses such background because relation between
the object and its background is stronger than that for specic object recognition.
However, some challenges for recent generic object recognition have been under-
taken to recognize ne-grained objects such as dogs of 200 kinds, whereas usual
generic object recognition consider all dogs as one class: \dog". Consequently,
the dierence between specic and generic becomes continuous.
Moreover, when a certain object is recognized, the types of the output are
divided depending on whether (a) the fact that the input image includes the ob-
ject is reported (classication and annotation), (b) a bounding box is output for
that object (detection), or (c) the region of the object is partitioned (segmenta-
tion). The dierence between classication and detection is that the input image
is associated with a single label or more than one label. As described in Chap-
ter 1, the cost to collect datasets to train and evaluate systems inuences the
dataset size. Statistical approaches for visual recognition require sucient data
in proportion to the number of target objects and events. For labeling the whole
image, collecting images associated with labels from the web is possible. As a re-
sult, whereas detection and segmentation are performed using hundred-thousands
and thousands of images at most, respectively, classication and annotation are
performed using millions or billions of images.
In this thesis, we discuss methods to associate images with labels or sen-
tences. As described above, these methods cannot clarify the regions of recog-
nized objects. However, object detection uses such labeling to reduce the object
candidates because scanning detectors for objects of all kinds takes much time.
Video recognition uses a similar approach to that of image recognition. For
example, most works in an international competition, TRECVID [9], where many
tasks for videos such as event detection and indexing based on contents are ad-
dressed, are based on pipelines for image recognition.
Therefore, discussion of image recognition by labeling images contributes most
settings for visual recognition.
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Input image
dog
Detection
dog
sofa
Segmentation
A white dog is sleeping
on a blue sofa.
Sentence Generation
dog
Classification
white
dog
sofa
Annotation
Figure 2.1: Variations of image understanding.
2.1.1 Datasets
With progress of visual recognition methods, the size of datasets used for visual
recognition also increases. As pioneering datasets, Caltech 101 [10] for Image
Classication and Corel 5k [8] for Image Annotation are widely used. Caltech
101, consisting of 101 object categories and one background category, includes
about 9000 images downloaded using Google image search. Because all images are
rotated and organized manually, Caltech 101 is easy to learn. Corel 5k, a subset
of an image library provided by Corel, has about 5000 images for 260 categories.
Each image has around 3.4 labels. Additionally, as a similar problem to that
of Image Classication, there is another problem called Scene Classication. Be-
cause the pipelines used are mutually similar, we equate Scene Classication with
Image Classication. For this problem, LSP15 [11], consisting of 15 scene cate-
gories, is a widely known dataset. Caltech 256 [12], consisting of 256 categories
and around 30k varied images, is available for image classication. For image
annotation, ESP Game [13] and IAPR-TC12 [14] are used as datasets consisting
of around 20k images and around 250 categories.
Recently, several larger-scale datasets collected from the web are being used.
NUS-WIDE [15] includes 5000 labels and 200k images collected from Flickr. Tor-
ralba et al. [16] collected 80 million images using image search engines. Using
reduced-size images directly as image features, performance improvements over
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several tasks such as Image Classication are reported. Wang et al. [17] orga-
nized a huge dataset called ARISTA, which consists of 2 billion images from the
web. The authors devote their attention to images that closely resemble input
images and insist that the so-called \near-duplicate" images are useful for Image
Annotation.
Because labeled images from the web tend to have much label noise, the
methodologies used for visual recognition using those images must be noise-
tolerant. Therefore, Deng et al. [18] rst collect images from the web with
the queries based on a thesaurus called WordNet [19]. Then noisy images are re-
moved using crowdsourcing, Amazon Mechanical Turk. As a result, their dataset,
called ImageNet has 10 million images for 20k categories. Clowdsourcing is also
used to organize the dataset called SUN [20] for scene classication. There are
100k images for 900 scenes in this dataset.
ImageNet seems to present no problem related to relevance between images
and associated labels because this dataset is organized manually. In fact, however,
not all labels are relevant to their images because of the diculty in controlling
workers having various backgrounds in crowdsourcing and because of the fact
that usual images have more than one object and event. Indeed, the interna-
tional competition called ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge
(ILSVRC) uses a subset consisting of 1.2 million images for 1000 objects and
evaluates performance using not the top-1 label but the top-5 labels estimated
by participants.
2.1.2 Feature extraction
This subsection describes advances in feature extraction from images. The pop-
ular pipelines consist of descriptor extraction from thousands of local patches in
images and aggregation of the local descriptors into one vector as a representa-
tion for each image. The traditional method is Bag of Visual Words (BoVW)
[21], which generates a codebook with k-means clustering among descriptors ex-
tracted from images. By assigning each descriptor to a codeword in the obtained
codebook, a histogram of assigned codewords can be extracted as an image fea-
ture vector. Although the means to dene the number of codewords is uncertain,
experimental reports show powerful performances for visual recognition.
However, because BoVW is a kind of vector quantization of local descrip-
tors, a large amount of information is lost during quantization. To overcome
the loss of information, nonlinear classication is adopted for visual recognition
using small-scale dataset such as Caltech 101. The popular approach is a com-
bination of Spatial Pyramid Match (SPM) Kernel [11] and Kernel SVM. With
SPM, BoVW histograms are generated respectively over partitioned image. To
use Kernel SVM, histogram intersection is used to calculate the kernel function
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between BoVW+SPM vectors. Moreover, Multiple Kernel Learning [22, 23],
which combines multiple kernel functions such as SPM Kernel, can achieve bet-
ter performance than that with single kernel. However, because Kernel SVM
requires O(N3) time complexity and O(N2) space complexity with respect to all
N training samples, the problem of scalability persists.
Recently, various methods to aggregate local descriptors into a vector with
less information loss are proposed. These features achieve powerful classication
performance even with linear classiers. The pipeline using BoVW and SPM is
divisible into three steps: 1) extracting local descriptors, 2) coding each local
descriptor, and 3) pooling all coded descriptors in the same region of an image.
BoVW is a method to code each local descriptor by assigning the descriptor to
one codeword. The original SPM can be interpreted as average pooling where
coded descriptors in the same region are simply summed (averaged). ScSPM [24]
uses L1-norm regularization for coding to assign each local descriptor to a few
codewords. For pooling, [24] presents max pooling where the aggregated feature
vector is generated by choosing the maximum value for each codeword. [24, 25]
report that the combination of ScSPM and linear SVM achieves surprisingly good
classication performance.
BoVW can be regarded as a probability density estimation of a Gaussian mix-
ture model in the space where local descriptors distribute. [26] presents Super-
Vector (SV) coding as an extension of BoVW. Because SV approximates each
neighborhood of each codeword using linear function, SV approximates a prob-
ability density better than BoVW. Moreover, by considering BoVW as a gen-
erative model, [27] proposes Fisher Vector (FV) to aggregates local descriptors
into a more discriminative vector using Fisher Kernel. FV uses rst-order and
second-order statistics of the distribution of local descriptors, whereas BoVW
uses 0th-order statistics. [28] improves Fisher Vector using L2 Normalization,
Power Normalization, and Spatial Pyramid Matching. Nowadays FV is a stan-
dard approach to the large-scale image recognition.
2.1.3 Classication and Annotation
As described in the last subsection, linear classiers achieve state-of-the-art per-
formance for large-scale classication. In existing works for image annotation,
however, non-parametric approaches [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] are mainstream. With
such approaches, an input image is annotated with the labels of images which
are located near the input image according to a certain metric. Although multi-
keyphrase estimation using such an approach is conceivable, the complexity for
calculating the distances between the input image and all N training samples is
O(N). Therefore, the execution time increases with the number of training sam-
ples. Moreover, the state-of-the-art methods [31, 32, 33] require the complexity
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to be within O(N)  O(N2) for metric learning. Therefore, scalability remains
an open question for non-parametric approaches.
2.2 Challenge to Associate Multimedia with a
Caption
To generate sentences for images, ascertaining relations between labels is an im-
portant problem to be solved. Sadghi et al. [34] presents visual recognition with
\Visual Phrases". For example, detecting \person riding horse" is performed by
decoding the results of object detection for each object such as person and horse.
However, the following problems exist: (i) binary classication is performed for
each phrase, and (ii) detection-based phrase estimation requires manually man-
aged datasets including bounding boxes.
Sentence generation from image contents was started by [35], which was pub-
lished in 2010. An input image was segmented for each object. Then each seg-
ment was homologized to a verbal expression. Finally, an output sentence was
generated using these expressions while maintaining correct grammar. Because
this approach requires numerous special datasets for each process, extension to
a dataset of various images is dicult. Another method [36] uses the geo tag of
an input image to retrieve related articles and to summarize them as a sentential
caption. This approach is useful for some contents such as landmarks.
Several datasets are used to evaluate generated sentences in recent works.
[37] use crowdsourcing by Amazon Mechanical Turk to collect two datasets: a
PASCAL Sentence dataset and a Flickr-8k dataset. In both datasets, each im-
age is described manually with around ve sentences. IAPR-TC12 [14] consists
of 20,000 images with sentential descriptions and light annotations in English,
German, and so on. This dataset is used not only for Image Annotation but
also for Sentence Generation. The SBU dataset [38] is generated by collecting
1M images from the image sharing website, Flickr. Because the sentences in the
web are noisy, [39] presents the novel task called Image Caption Generalization
to eliminate the noisy description.
Some methods in the literature reuse the whole sentence associated with the
training image that is sought from an input image. In [6], all images are labeled
with a triplet: hobject, action, scenei. An image with the same labels estimated
from an input image is retrieved. In another method [38], images are labeled
according to their objects, stu, people, and scenes from dierent datasets. Sim-
ilarity to estimated labels from an input image and matching of local descriptors
are used to search for similar images found among one million images. [40] adopts
Kernel CCA to associate existing sentences to input images using their original
dataset called Flickr-8k dataset [41]. To use a whole sentence directly, how-
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ever, vastly numerous images related to all combinations of image contents must
be used. Moreover, similar images must be retrieved exactly from such a huge
dataset.
Therefore, some works generate a new sentence using one or more templates.
In [4], images are explained sententially with respect to the objects' names, num-
ber, and their spatial relations by learning objects, stu, and attributes from
dierent datasets. [2] extended the concepts described earlier in [6] to generate a
new sentence learning not only hobject, action, and scenei, but also a preposition.
Whereas most works try to generate sentences from input images, [42] presents
a bit dierent problem: to generate a sentence from an already annotated input
image. Given labels corresponding to objects and attributes, a proper action and
their relations are estimated to generate a sentence.
However, the authors of [3, 43, 44] report that the use of a template to gener-
ate general sentences is suboptimal. [3, 43, 44] alternatively connect the result of
object detection using web-scale N-gram model [43] and their generating system
by gathering local subtrees for each detected object [3, 44]. Although new sen-
tences can be generated, [2, 4] requires datasets including multiples and [3, 43, 44]
requires an extra dataset for object detection.
Previous works described by Feng [45] and us [1] are most related to the
present thesis. Feng [45] used an annotation method to generate a sentence from
images. In [1], we also apply a method for image annotation, called Canonical
Contextual Distance (CCD) [46]. With CCD, distances in image feature space are
improved according to labels. [1] modied CCD to use not labels but sentences
associated with images. Then images that are similar to an input image are
sought; a sentence is generated from the phrases in the sentences associated with
those images. The pipeline of [1] is presented in Figure 2.2.
The weaknesses of these methods are the following. First, as one example,
[45] requires manual selection of labels, subject, actions, and adjectives. Fur-
thermore, although an output sentence is generated by connecting phrases, [45]
regards phrases as grammatical. Because parsing and word tagging are necessary
for grammatical phrase extraction, (i) additional training datasets for parsing and
tagging are also required and (ii) mistakes of these process adversely aect the
generated sentences. Secondly, the approach described in [1], from another per-
spective, estimates phrases to generate a sentence from similar images' sentences.
However, (i) time spent on neighbor search increases linearly with the number
of training samples, and (ii) the absence of a grammar model might generate
unnatural sentences.
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Input: an image
Output: a sentence
a
C
urrent
candidates
A small white dog standing on a leash.
Similar images and captions
A small white dog standing, wearing some dog-clothing.
A small white dog wearing a flannel warmer.
A small white dog wearing a jacket looks up at the camera.
Small terrier wearing a patterned sweater.
The small dog is wearing a sweater and looking up at the camera.
A black dog standing in a grassy area.
A black lab looks on while standing in the dry brush.
A large, black, long-haired dog stands in a sunny field.
A long-haired dog stands in a grassy wooded area.
Long-haired black dog standing in grassy field.
A small gray dog on a leash.
a small terrier on leash
Furry gray dog on a leash.
The tiny dog notices something on his daily walk.
Young schnauzer on leash.
small white dog standing
in
on
at
Retrieving
training
samples
Reconstructing
training sample
captions
Figure 2.2: Methodology overview of [1].
2.3 Multi-Keyphrase Approach for Sentential De-
scription
In general terms, collecting a large amount of data from the web is a common
means to understand various images. What we can collect automatically are im-
ages associated not with semantically clear labels but with surrounding sentences
and uncontrolled words. Indeed, [38] collects a million pairs of an image and a
sentential caption from an image sharing website, Flickr, for sentence generation
from images.
As described in Section 2.1.3, various studies have specically addressed image
classication and annotation using a large-scale dataset collected from the web.
Even though noisy textual information is common around the images on the web,
[47, 48] report that the surrounding text can improve similarity among images.
In [48], for example, articles and their images in New York Times are collected as
a dataset. The performance of similar image searching among these news images
is improved by combining similarities among the news articles.
Recent works attempt to describe videos [49, 50, 51, 52, 53] with sentences.
However, these approaches are also based on multiplets and object detection. To
generate sentences for videos, studies to generate sentences for images should be
undertaken using only pairs of an image and sentences.
Consequently, we strive to develop an approach to generate a new sentence
for input images using only pairs of an image and sentences. Our objective is to
generate a sentence such as \A man bites a white dog in his arms." on the right
side of Figure 2.3 from the input image on the left side of Figure 2.3. Generally,
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man bites
white dog
his arms A man bites
a white dog
in his arms.
Keyphrases Output Sentence
+
Grammer
his armsin→
mana→
white doga→
Figure 2.3: Pipeline of the proposed framework. We rst estimate some
keyphrases from an input image. Then a sentential caption is generated by spin-
ning them with an experimental grammar model.
given jwallj kinds of words, there are ljwallj sentences in which l is the length
of the sentences. Therefore, directly estimating one of ljwallj sentences for each
input image is impossible. However, once the combinations of a few words such as
\man-bites", \white-dog", \his-arms" are estimated, a sentence can be generated
using an experimental grammar model such as \in" appears frequently after \his
arms", \a" appears frequently before \white dog" and after \bites". Therefore,
we form the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis Almost all contents of an image are identiable with a few de-
scriptive phrases (keyphrases). A sentential caption can be generated by
connecting these with an experimental grammar model.
Consequently, we presentMulti-keyphrase Problem to estimate keyphrases1 which
clarify the relations between contents in images. Additionally, keyphrases can
narrow the semantic gap between image contents and single words. For example,
to learn general \dog", following dogs should be considered to be in the same class:
\white dog", \black dog", \running dog", \sleeping dog", and so on. Keyphrases
can distinguish those dogs by modifying the word \dog".
From the viewpoint of Multi-keyphrase Problem, our previous work [1] es-
timates keyphrases by retrieving similar images using CCD. Some approaches
follow our rst work [1] to generate sentences based on phrases, with [54, 55, 56]
also proposing a method to estimate several phrases for input images and to
generate a sentence by combining them.
However, [55, 56] present methods that entail several problems. First, because
[55, 56] adopt metric learning [57], their approaches are not scalable for the data
amount. Secondly, [55, 56] use a template to combine these phrases. As the
authors of [3, 43, 44] report, template usage is suboptimal to generate general
sentences.
1As described in this paper, a phrase means just a sequence of words. It has no other
grammatical meaning.
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The authors of [54] introduce integer linear programming instead of the solid
templates. Although [55, 56] estimate phrases directly from images, the esti-
mation in [54] is divisible into two steps. First, given an input image, several
visual recognition modules are applied to the input: object detection, scene clas-
sication, and background (e.g., grass, sky) recognition. Presuming that a dog
is detected in the input image, the authors retrieve a visually similar dog from
the dataset, and extract phrases with a parser from the associated sentence. The
problems of [54] are that they use organized datasets for each attribute and that
a similar image search would be naive to ascertain proper phrases because of
semantic gap. Additionally, even though [54] uses integer linear programming
instead of a solid template, the contents to be described in a sentence are xed.
As described in this paper, we develop a scalable system to train the relations
between keyphrases and images. To estimate keyphrases and to obtain a grammar
model, we use only pairs of an image and sentences. Because manual collection
of datasets including semantic knowledge such as what is subject, action, and
scene is no longer required, we can adopt a large-scale dataset consisting only of
images and sentences.
During the last decade, numerous online learning methods for linear classi-
cation have also been widely studied [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64] to address vast
quantities of data which cannot be loaded on RAM at a time. Despite progress in
online learning methods, few evaluations of these methods have been reported for
large-scale visual recognition. Most online learning methods are evaluated using
synthetic datasets and natural language datasets such as document classication.
Therefore, before describing our particular pipeline to generate a sentence via
keyphrase estimation in Chapter 4, we investigate state-of-the-art online learning
methods over various image features using large-scale datasets in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Investigation of Online Learning
Methods for Multiclass
Classication
As described in Chapter 2, we develop novel online learning algorigthms for
phrases. To learn numerous phrases, large datasets consisting of many labels
should be used. Therefore, we would like to start with investigation of multiclass
classication using large datasets.
Nowadays, for large-scale visual recognition, combinations of high-dimensional
features and linear classiers are widely used. Numerous so-called mid-level fea-
tures have been developed and mutually compared on an experimental basis.
Although various learning methods for linear classication have also been pro-
posed in the machine learning and natural language processing literature, they
have rarely been evaluated for visual recognition.
In this chapter, we give guidelines via investigations of state-of-the-art online
learning methods of linear classiers. Many methods have been evaluated using
toy data and natural language processing problems such as document classi-
cation. Consequently, we gave those methods a unied interpretation from the
viewpoint of visual recognition. Results of controlled comparisons illustrate three
guidelines that not only help us develop novel algorithms but also changing the
pipeline for visual recognition.
3.1 Necessity to Investigate Existing Algorithms
By virtue of recent advances in computer science and because of the culture of
sharing of multimedia information such as photographs, vast quantities of la-
beled images have been used for visual recognition [64, 65, 66, 67]. Combinations
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of high-dimensional features and linear classiers have been studied specically.
Such high-dimensional features are generated from each image by pooling many
mid-level features. Each mid-level feature is coded from a local descriptor. Re-
cently, many techniques for coding and pooling have been proposed and compared
using well-known datasets[25, 68].
During the last decade, numerous online learning methods for linear classi-
cation have also been widely studied [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64] to address vast
quantities of data which cannot be loaded on RAM at a time. Given the t-th
training sample, xt 2 Rd, associated with a label, yt 2 Y = fy1; : : : ; ymg, the
sample is classied with the present weight vector, yit , as y^t = argmaxy
y
t  xt:
Here, bias b is included in t as 
>
t  [>t ; b] by redening x>t  [x>t ; 1]. The
classiers suer from a loss when they misclassify a datum and get updated as
t+1 = t+txt, where t determines the step size. Learning can be performed by
holding one datum. Therefore, online learning methods are appropriate for large-
scale problems. Additionally, state-of-the-art methods outperform batch learning
methods such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), as reported in [69, 70].
Despite progress in online learning methods, few evaluations of these methods
have been reported for large-scale visual recognition. Almost all approaches to
obtain linear classiers have been online versions of SVM [58, 71, 72] with a one-
versus-the-rest (OVR) manner. Furthermore, the original SVM is not a multiclass
classier. With OVR, we divide training samples into a positive class or a negative
class for each label. Then we train binary SVM for each label. When we use OVR,
however, the quantities of samples in the two classes (positive and negative) are
imbalanced. Moreover, learning with OVR takes more CPU time because OVR
might update many more weights than MUL in each step.
The newest learning method seems to perform best for large-scale visual recog-
nition. Nevertheless, this inference is not valid because most online learning
methods are evaluated using synthetic datasets and natural language datasets
such as document classication. In NLP, feature vectors are based on the Bag-
of-Words (BoW) model, in which each dimension in the feature vector for each
datum represents the presence of a certain word in the datum. In such cases,
feature vectors tend to be sparse. Consequently, many researchers devote atten-
tion to adaptive learning when the occurrence ratio of each dimension of feature
vectors diers. In visual recognition problems, however, feature vectors tend to
be much denser than those of NLP problems, as described later. Therefore, we
must evaluate state-of-the-art algorithms in large-scale visual recognition.
As described in this chapter, to give guidelines to choose learning methods
for large-scale visual recognition, we investigate state-of-the-art online learning
methods over various mid-level features using large-scale datasets.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 introduces
related works for large-scale visual recognition. In Section 3.3, we overview state-
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of-the-art algorithms from various perspectives. Qualitative and quantitative
discussions are given, respectively, in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5. From these
discussions, three guidelines in Figure 3.10 are obtained.
3.2 Related Works for Large-scale Classication
To achieve generic object recognition, large datasets are required because nu-
merous objects with various appearances must be assessed. For example, with
ImageNet [18], there are 14 million images for the 20,000 words in WordNet [19].
Therefore, scalability of the data amount is necessary.
For scalability, combinations of high-dimensional features and linear classiers
have been widely studied [66, 67]. Mid-level features have been improved from
traditional Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) models [21]. Although a BoVW vec-
tor for each descriptor has only one non-zero element, recent mid-level features
extract richer information: second-moment [28], rst-moment [26, 73], and zero-
moment [24, 74, 75] with respect to between descriptors and code words. Those
features have been compared with common datasets. Some studies [25, 68] have
compared the conventional features in a unied evaluation setting.
Perceptron [63] has started the development of online learning algorithms for
linear classication. As described in Section 3.3, these algorithms are divisible
into two groups: rst-order methods and second-order methods. Perceptron and
gradient-based online SVMs [58, 71, 72, 76] are rst-order methods. Other rst-
order methods [59, 77] can adjust the step size automatically. Recently, second-
order algorithms [60, 61, 62, 69, 70, 78, 79, 80] have been studied thoroughly
for adaptive updates for each dimension using second-order information. They
outperform batch SVM.
Although many proposals of mid-level features and their evaluations [25, 68]
exist, few works describe investigations of learning methods for linear classiers.
In papers proposing the algorithms, the use of synthetic data and commonly
used ML/NLP datasets is typically described. Few reports have described their
evaluation. In [81], only rst-order algorithms and the averaging technique are
evaluated. In [82], linear SVMs (including OVR and multiclass) have been investi-
gated for large-scale problems. In [83], a link between Perceptron and SGD-SVM
is discussed, but no quantitative comparison is included. Furthermore, evalua-
tions of these algorithms for visual recognition are rare. In [66, 84], some versions
of SGD-SVM are evaluated with ImageNet [18]. [84] also proposed a reweighting
OVR.
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3.3 Online Learning Algorithms
In this section, we introduce state-of-the-art online learning methods [58, 59,
60, 61, 62, 63] for linear classication. All update rules of the methods are
summarized in Table 3.1.
Fundamentally, each method has been proposed as learning for binary clas-
sication. Two commonly used techniques apply binary classiers themselves to
multiclass problems. One is the one-versus-the-rest (OVR) technique described
in Section 3.1. The other is the one-versus-one (OVO) technique. With the OVO,
we train mC2 classiers for all pairs of labels. We use the OVR because OVO
requires numerous classiers for labels of many kinds.
An overview of binary learning is shown in Figure 3.1. In an online learning
scheme, t-th sample, xt, is classied with the t-th weights, t, by checking the
sign of the inner product, xt  t. Samples are permuted randomly for stable
learning because arranging samples in label order makes conversion slow. We can
verify the prediction by checking whether the margin, t = yt(xt  t), is greater
than zero or not because of the ground truth, yt = 1. However, we seek to
enlarge the margin t for stable classication. Therefore, we verify that t > E,
where E  0.
We update  using a step size t as t+1 = t + tytxt in rst-order algo-
rithms. Recent second-order algorithms use t 2 Rdd as condence information
for the dimensions where non-zero values frequently appear not to be updated
widely. We must learn d d elements for each label if t is a full matrix. There-
fore, diagonal matrices are commonly used. In Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2, diag(xt)
is a diagonal matrix having elements of xt as diagonal elements.
An overview of multiclass (MUL) learning is portrayed in Figure 3.2. Given
the sample, xt, and its label, yt, which now represents the label number, we
treat a violating label, y0t = argmaxy2Ynyt 
y
t  xt. Then we redene the margin,
t = 
yt
t  xt   y
0
t
t  xt, and check if t > E.
For multiclass learning, we must learn s and s comprehensively. However,
algorithms proposed for binary classication only handle a pair of one  and
one . Therefore, in accordance with [59], we combine all yt 2 Rd and yt 2
Rdd into one vector, M t 2 Rdm, and one block-diagonal-matrix, St 2 Rdmdm,
respectively. Additionally, we replace xt with X t(yt) 2 Rdm. X t(yt) and M t
consist of m sub-vectors, and St consists of mm sub-matrices. The yt-th sub-
vector of X t(yt) is xt. The others are zero vectors. The yt-th vector of M t
and the yt-th main diagonal matrix of St are dened respectively as 
yt
t and
ytt . Learning can then be performed with these: X(y), M , and S, using each
algorithm. We can obtain the update rules for multiclass classications through
the following replacement schemes in Table 3.1:
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Initialize 0 = 0 and 0 = I
while classiers are not converged do
for t = 1; 2; : : : ; N do
Receive sample xt 2 Rd.
Predict y^t = sign(t  xt).
Get true label yt and margin t = yt(t  xt).
if t < E
Set t+1 = t + tyttxt.
Set  1t+1 = 
 1
t + tdiag(xt)
2.
end if
end for
end while
Figure 3.1: Overview of learning binary classiers.
 t = yt(t  xt) with t = ytt  xt   y
0
t
t  xt.
 vt = x>t txt with vt = x>t (ytt + y
0
t
t )xt.
 l(xt)2 = kxtk2 with l(xt)2 = 2kxtk2.
Whether a classier is for binary or for multiclass, the label for a sample xt
is predicted as y^t = argmax
y
yt  xt:
3.3.1 Perceptron
Perceptron, which was proposed in [63] more than half a century ago, is a tradi-
tional algorithm for use as a linear classier. Margin t is simply expected to be
more than zero. Although the step size is also dened simply as one in [63], we
tune the xed step size t = C for better accuracy.
3.3.2 Stochastic Gradient Descent SVM
The objective function of the original SVM, which is batch learning, is:
 = argmin

1
2
kk2 +
NX
n=1
nmaxf0; 1  ng; (3.1)
where N is the number of all training samples. This batch version of SVM
can be converted to online learning methods by introducing stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) [58, 71] or sub-gradient descent [72]. Pegasos [72] used a sub-
gradient of the object function with a subset of training samples. When the size
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Initialize 0 = 0 and 0 = I
while classiers are not converged do
for t = 1; 2; : : : ; N do
Receive sample xt 2 Rd.
Predict y^t = argmaxy2Y(
y
t  xt).
Get ...
true label yt,
violating label y0t = argmaxy 6=yt(
y
t  xt),
and their margin t = 
yt
t  xt   y
0
t
t  xt.
if t < E
Set ytt+1 = 
yt
t + t
yt
t xt.
Set 
y0t
t+1 = 
y0t
t   ty
0
t
t xt.
Set (ytt+1)
 1 = (ytt )
 1 + tdiag(xt)2.
Set (
y0t
t+1)
 1 = (y
0
t
t )
 1 + tdiag(xt)2.
end if
end for
end while
Figure 3.2: Overview of learning multiclass classiers.
of this subset becomes one, the algorithm closely simulates the stochastic gradient
descent (SGD-SVM) [58, 71] as:
t+1 = t   tr(kk2 +maxf0; 1  tg); (3.2)
where  is a hyperparameter that must be tuned manually. As described in [58],
there is also a second-order version of SGD using an approximation of the Hessian
for the objective function. In this chapter, rst-order SGD is used because the
rst-order version is commonly used for visual recognition [66, 84].
The most important problem is to design step size t. A usual technique
[58, 71] states that t = 1=(t + t0) with another hyperparameter t0. The other
[83, 84] is to dene that t = C where 1 C > 0.
Another problem is related to regularization. We should tune the parameter
. One empirical denition is  = 1=N where N is the data amount. Using a
naive implementation, we must regularize all classiers whether 1 t > 0 or not.
One well known approach is to divide t into ltrt, where lt is the L2 norm of t
and rt is normalized vector of t. Consequently, regularization can be performed
by multiplying lt by (1  t). However, [83] obviates regularization by dening
 = 0. Instead, the authors use early stopping, which is stopping training using
a validation dataset. This version of SGD-SVM is the same as a variation of
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Perceptron called Margin Perceptron [85]. Indeed, [84] uses xed step size t = C
and discards regularization for large-scale datasets. Experimental results in [84]
show that SGD-SVM without regularization (Margin Perceptron) achieves similar
or superior performance to that of SGD-SVM with L2 regularization.
3.3.3 Passive{Aggressive
The largest benet of Passive{Aggressive (PA) [59] is that the update coecient
is calculated analytically according to the loss. Here, we sought to decrease the
hinge loss, 1  t and not to change the weight radically:
t+1 = argmin

1
2
k  tk2 s:t: 1  t = 0: (3.3)
The equation presented above is the objective function of PA. Objective functions
of all other algorithms explained later are also dened as a form of each update.
This problem is solvable analytically with ease. An important shortcoming is
that t+1 always classies xt as yt, whether yt is correct or not. It is impossible to
design large datasets that include no label noise. In [59], therefore, aggressiveness
parameter C is introduced to soften the condition:
t+1 = argmin

1
2
k  tk2 + C(1  t): (3.4)
This version is called PA-I [59]. Another version, PA-II, uses the squared hinge
loss, C(1   t)2, in the second term. According to [59], the accuracies of PA-I
and PA-II are mutually close. For these analyses, we used PA-I as PA.
3.3.4 Condence-Weighted
The main dierence between Condence-Weighted (CW) [70] and PA is that CW
has the condence weight , a diagonal d d matrix. If a classier learns about
a certain dimension of feature vectors many times, then the classier must be
more condent about that dimension. In other words, the classier is expected
to update less condent dimensions larger. Such an adaptive update makes con-
vergence faster than the rst-order algorithms.
Therefore, CW considers weights as a normal distribution, N(;). We ex-
pect that the (t+1)-th weight from N(t+1;t+1) can classify xt correctly with a
xed probability, . This condition is expressed as t  pvt, where vt = x>t txt,
and  =  1().  is the cumulative function of the normal distribution.
To preserve the current classiers, Kullback{Leibler divergence is used instead
of the squared L2 norm, k  tk2, in PA. Consequently, the objective function
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is the following:
(t+1;t+1) = argmin
;
DKL (N(;)kN(t;t)) ;
s:t: 
p
vt   t = 0: (3.5)
In [70], the solution was approximated, whereas exact updates for binary and
multiclass classications were proposed, respectively, in [60] and [69].
3.3.5 Adaptive Regularization of Weight
The salient shortcoming of CW is its poor adaptability to label noise. Therefore,
Adaptive Regularization of Weight (AROW) [61] introduces the squared hinge
loss as:
(t+1;t+1)= argmin
;
DKL (N(;)kN(t;t))
+C(1  t)2 + Cx>t xt; (3.6)
where C is a constant parameter to be tuned.1 The third term aims to converge
classiers faster. To improve the mistake bounds, New AROW (NAROW) [80]
tunes C automatically at each step.
3.3.6 Gaussian Herding
Gaussian Herding (NHERD) [62] is a modied version of PA for second-order
algorithms. As is true also for CW and AROW, weights in HERD are expressed
with normal distributions, N(;). Additionally, the t-th update is dened as
a linear transformation of the distributions with matrices At. As a result, we
obtained the objective function as shown below.
(t+1; At)= argmin
;A
1
2
(  t)> 1t (  t)
+
1
2
Tr
 
(A  I)> 1t (A  I)t

+C(1  t)2 + C
2
x>t AtA
>xt: (3.7)
1In [61], C is expressed as 12r , where r is also a parameter to be tuned. Here, we use C for
unied description.
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3.3.7 Soft Condence-Weighted
Soft Condence-Weighted (SCW) [86] solves the problem of CWs poor adapt-
ability to label noise by softening the condition according to the manipulation in
PA [59]:
(t+1;t+1)= argmin
;
DKL (N(;)kN(t;t))
+C


q
x>t txt  mt

: (3.8)
The dierence between Equation 3.5 and Equation 3.8 is the same as the dierence
between Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.4; the condition is added to the equation
with aggressiveness parameter C. Therefore, there are two versions of SCW:
SCW-I and SCW-II. For this study, we used SCW-I as SCW.
As described in Section 3.3, diagonal matrices are commonly used to update
. As summarized in [62], several methods exist to approximate  as a diagonal
matrix. Herein, we employ project version, in which the approximation is per-
formed by comparing only the diagonal elements in the update equation using
the inverse of full matrix . By comparing the diagonal elements in the update
equation using the not-inversed matrix , drop version can also be derived. Al-
though the project version is reported to be slightly better than the others for
CW, AROW and NHERD [62], SCW is originally proposed in the drop form only.
For ecient comparison of the update rule, we derive the project version of SCW
and introduce it in Table 3.1. In our experiments, we compared both the drop
version and project version, which revealed no signicant dierence among them.
Therefore, we show the results of drop version according to the original report
[86]. The drop form of update for  is:
ytt+1 = 
yt
t   0ttxtx>t >t ; (3.9)

y0t
t+1 = 
y0t
t   0ttxtx>t >t ; (3.10)
where 0t = t=(
p
ut + vtt), and ut = ( tvt +
p
2t v
2
t 
2 + 4vt)
2=4. Other
variables, vt, , and t, are already dened in Table 3.1.
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3.4 Common Qualitative Issues
Update rules of all learning methods are presented in Table 3.1. Again, it is
noteworthy that objective functions of PA, CW, AROW, NHERD, and SCW are
already shown in their subsections. These algorithms are designed using a form
of each update, whereas batch SVM is designed using a total loss. In this section,
we investigate two common issues.
3.4.1 OVR vs. MUL
Two common choices of OVR are e-OVR, for which the number of negative
samples is the same as the number of positive samples, and u-OVR, for which
all samples in other classes are selected as negative samples. In [84], reweighting
samples for OVR (w-OVR) is proposed. In each iteration,1 the number of negative
samples is limited with respect to the number of positive samples.
[84] experimentally compared MUL and OVR using SGD-SVM. As a result,
MUL outperformed e-OVR and u-OVR and w-OVR outperformed multiclass
SGD-SVM. Authentically, OVR is easily parallelized because a classier for each
label can be learned independently. However, MUL can also be parallelized easily
as described in [87]. In general, more accurate classiers with less CPU time for
learning are preferred. Herein, we compare these OVRs and MUL using state-of-
the-art online learning methods.
3.4.2 Averaging
With most algorithms, training samples that are learned later strongly inu-
ence the classiers. In [88], the weighted sum of 1:::T is proposed for testing.
Particularly, averaging them as  = 1
T
(1 + 2 +   + T ) greatly facilitates
conversion. The authors of [88] insist that averaging is an approximation of a
second-order algorithm. Indeed, averaged (rst-order) SGD is proved to be an
approximation of Newton-like second-order SGD.
In [66], averaging SGD SVM outperforms SGD SVM for visual recognition.
However, averaging weights using other state-of-the-art online learning methods
are rarely evaluated for visual recognition.
When averaging the classiers, summing all m weights in each step is time
consuming. Therefore, only the summations of updates  are memorized.
t+1(
yt) = t(
yt) + ttyt
yt
t xt; (binary)
t+1(
yt) = t(
yt) + tt
yt
t xt;
t+1(
y0t) = t(
y0t)  tty
0
t
t xt:
(multiclass)
(3.11)
1Here iteration means learning through all T samples.
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Then  = T   1TT (). Using this approach, we can avoid summing all weights
in each step. Weights are averaged only in the last iteration.
3.5 Experiments on ImageNet
In this section, we present both full results and their highlights. For general
evaluation, various subsets of ImageNet[18] are used: (1) the dataset of ImageNet
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) 2010 and (2) the subset of
ILSVRC 2012 dataset1. Both ILSVRC 2010 and 2012 datasets include 1.2 million
training images, 50,000 validation images, and 150,000 testing images for dierent
sets of 1000 classes.
Parameters of online learning methods are tuned using each group of val-
idation data as follows: Cs in Perceptron, SGD-SVM, PA, CW, AROW, and
NHERD are determined by selecting the best one from f2 4; 2 2; 20; 22; 24g, s in
CW is determined by selecting from f0:5; 0:6; : : : ; 0:9g. C and  in SCW are de-
termined as explained above. Fundamentally, the numbers of iterations are tuned
up to 10 for the best accuracy. All evaluations are repeated ve times. Herein,
we present the results obtained using the mean and the standard deviation.
3.5.1 ILSVRC 2010 Dataset
We use the whole ILSVRC 2010 dataset. To train the classiers, 1.2M training
samples are used after the parameter tuning using 50,000 validation samples.
Accuracies are evaluated using 150,000 test samples.
For this dataset, SIFT [89] descriptor and Fisher Vector (FV) [28] are used.
We extract each descriptor from a regular grid with step size 6 pixels at multiple
patch sizes: 16  16, 25  25, 36  36, 49  49, and 64  64. As a result, tens
of thousands of descriptors are extracted for each image. For FV, according to
[84], we reduce the dimensions of SIFT to 64 using PCA, and obtain a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) with 16 components.
3.5.2 ILSVRC 2012 Dataset
ILSVRC 2012 also has test samples, but the ground truth is not provided. There-
fore, also for eciency, we extract a subset. For each class, 100 images are ex-
tracted from training data. 5000 validation samples are used for validation. The
rest are used for testing.
1http://www.image-net.org/download
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We use four local descriptors: SIFT [89], Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [90],
GIST [91], and CSIFT [92], and three mid-level features: BoVW, Locality-
constrained Linear Coding (LLC) [74], and FV [28]. The size of patch and the
grid width are the same as SIFT from ILSVRC 2010. Our main contribution is
to compare online learning algorithms. Comparison with these mid-level features
are done in [68], although we also contribute sowmewhat by comparing them
using various local descriptors.
LBP [90] is extracted from 22 cells in each patch. From each cell, a histogram
of 256 bins of local patterns is extracted. Combinations of LBP and gradient
based descriptor, such as SIFT, are shown to be eective for large-scale visual
recognition [66]. GIST [91] is extracted from 4  4 cells in each patch. From
each cell, responses from 20 Gabor lters are extracted on R, G, and B channels.
Usually, GIST is used for a global feature. This report is the rst describing the
use of GIST as a local descriptor for mid-level features. CSIFT, one variation of
color SIFTs, is a 384-dimensional descriptor that has been shown to perform best
for visual recognition in [92].
Each mid-level feature is generated from each descriptor. For FV, we reduce
the dimensions of descriptors to 64 using PCA, and obtain a GMM with 256
components. For BoVW and LLC, we learn 2048 codewords using k-means.
BoVW and LLC are calculated respectively over 1  1, 2  2, and 3  1 cells
according to Spatial Pyramid Matching [11]. Additionally, we reduce the memory
usage with Product Quantization [73] according to [67]. We divide mid-level
features into each of eight dimension vectors, and generate 256 clusters using
k-means. All FVs of training samples are quantized and approximated with the
centroids of each cluster when learning.
3.5.3 Result 1: Accuracies of not Averaged Classiers
To compare all algorithms explained in Section 3.3, we rst use ILSVRC 2010
dataset. In Figure 3.3 the accuracies of all algorithms without averaging are
shown1. We also evaluate the algorithms using 100k samples extracted in the
same way as the ILSVRC 2012 subset. As shown in Figure 3.3, we found the
same trend both in the 1.2M images and in the 100k images: The second-order
algorithms (right four algorithms in Figure 3.3) tend to outperform rst-order
algorithms.
To increase the reliability of our evaluations, we assess all algorithms using
the ILSVRC 2012 subset. Moreover, we investigate 12 combinations of local
descriptors and mid-level features including SIFT+FV. Figure 3.4 represents the
1In [84], the accuracy of SIFT+FV with the same parameter is around 25%. The accuracies
in Figure 3.3 are slightly dierent, probably because of the dierence of SIFT extraction and
GMM training.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison using ILSVRC 2010 1.2M dataset with SIFT+FV. White
bars show performance using a 100k subset of ILSVRC 2010.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison using ILSVRC 2012 subset. Each bar represents the
mean accuracy among mid-level features from four descriptors. For example, the
accuracy using FVs is the mean of the accuracies using SIFT+FV, LBP+FV,
GIST+FV and CSIFT+FV.
accuracies of all algorithms for each mid-level feature. All accuracies for each
combination of a local descriptor and a mid-level feature is reported in Table 3.3.
In Figure 3.4, to compare the algorithms easily, we average four accuracies from
the same mid-level features generated from four descriptors. Again, we can nd
the superiority of the second-order algorithms. Particularly CW performs best
on nine combinations among all 12 combinations of descriptors and mid-level
features. AROW and SCW perform best on the three remaining combinations.
3.5.4 Result 2: Averaging Does Boost All
When we compare all algorithms without averaging, the second-order algorithms
simply seem to outperform the rst-order algorithms. However, Figure 3.5 shows
that averaging dramatically eliminates the dierence of accuracies. The accu-
racies of second-order algorithms are also boosted, as shown numerically in Ta-
ble 3.2.
For a comparison of several datasets, we again evaluate the algorithms with
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Figure 3.5: Comparison using ILSVRC 2010 1.2M dataset with SIFT+FV. The
darker bar for each algorithm shows the accuracy with averaging. The brighter
one shows the accuracy without averaging for easy reference.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison using ILSVRC 2012 subset. Each bar represents the
mean accuracy among mid-level features from four descriptors.
averaging on the ILSVRC 2012 subset. To compare the algorithms easily, Fig-
ure 3.6 shows the accuracies of all algorithms with averaging for each mid-level
feature. All results are shown in Table 3.4. These results show four facts that are
little noted in the literature, although averaging itself is a well-known technique.
First, second-order algorithms are also boosted for all combinations. Secondly,
when averaging is used, SCW performs best instead of CW with many combi-
nations of mid-level features and descriptors. Thirdly, however, the dierences
among all algorithms are narrowed again. Consequently, rst-order algorithms
such as Perceptron, SGD-SVM, and PA achieve comparable performance using
several combinations including the result obtained using ILSVRC 2010 dataset.
Here, the rst guideline is concluded: Perceptron can compete against the latest
algorithms, but only when averaging is used.
The next question is whether the averaging just hastens the convergence.
Online learning algorithms are evaluated in 10 iterations. Therefore, we also stop
learning earlier than in the tenth iteration in almost all experiments. To do justice
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Figure 3.7: Comparison about averaging.
to this inquiry, we continue learning until the 50th iteration on the ILSVRC 2010
dataset.
Figure 3.7 depicts the convergence of SGD-SVM and SCW. The accuracies
are evaluated not using training data but using test data. After some iterations,
both averaged and not-averaged classiers seem to reduce their performance on
test data, which is true mainly because of an overt to the training data. Further-
more, the best accuracy of the averaged classier is better than the not-averaged
classiers, even with many iterations. Averaging not only accelerates the opti-
mization but also improves the generalization accuracy. Therefore, we propose
the second guideline: averaging is necessary for any algorithm.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of MUL and OVRs. Dashed lines and solid lines respec-
tively show u-OVR and MUL.
3.5.5 Result 3: MUL vs. OVRs
In Figure 3.9, the relation between elapsed time for learning and accuracy using
MUL and all OVRs on SIFT+FV of ILSVRC 2012 is shown. The numerical
comparison using their best scores is shown in Table 3.5 and Table 3.5.
Figure 3.8 shows the highlights of Figure 3.9 for Perceptron, SGD-SVM, and
SCW. First, Perceptron shortly begins to overt with OVRs. Secondly, especially
for second-order algorithms, MUL can converge faster than OVR, mainly because
updating the weights becomes the rate-limiting step. Prediction with current
weights is rate-limiting for rst-order algorithms. Therefore, we propose the third
guideline: investigate multiclass learning rst.
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1. Perceptron can compete against the latest algorithms.
 Provided that the second guideline is observed.
2. Averaging is necessary for any algorithm.
 First-order algorithms without averaging cannot compete against
second-order algorithms.
 When averaging is used, the accuracies of all algorithms become
mutually very close.
 Averaging accelerates not only rst-order algorithms but also
second-order algorithms.
3. Investigate multiclass learning rst.
 Both one-versus-the-rest learning and multiclass learning achieve
similar accuracy.
 However, one-versus-the-rest takes much longer CPU time to con-
verge than multiclass does.
Figure 3.10: Three guidelines for online learning for large-scale visual recognition.
3.5.6 Summarized Guidelines
To realize generic object recognition, large amounts of data are required. Consid-
ering scalability, combinations of mid-level features and online learning for linear
classiers are suitable for large-scale visual recognition.
As described in this chapter, we gave qualitative and quantitative comparisons
of these online learning algorithms. To date, no report has described a study in-
vestigating state-of-the-art algorithms for visual recognition or a study evaluating
those algorithms in unied experimental settings. When these algorithms were
proposed, toy data and the NLP dataset were used for evaluation. Comparison
using conventional settings for visual recognition must be conducted. Finally,
this chapter presents three guidelines based on results of image classication, as
described in Figure 3.10.
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Chapter 4
Multi-Keyphrase Problem and
Sentence Generation
As described in this paper, we attack a novel problem, the \multi-keyphrase prob-
lem", to address this goal. We hypothesize that image contents can be described
with multi-keyphrases, and that a natural sentence can be generated by connect-
ing multi-keyphrases with an experimental grammar model. Existing methods
require semantic knowledge such as labels of objects, actions, and scenes. Using
these methods, we must strive to prepare a highly organized dataset. Therefore,
we propose a novel online learning method for multi-keyphrase estimation. The
proposed framework, although simple and scalable, can generate sentences from
images with no semantic knowledge. Moreover, the proposed method for multi-
keyphrase estimation is applicable to Image Annotation. It achieves state-of-the-
art performance. Our experiment using only images and texts demonstrates that
the proposed framework is useful for sentence generation from images.
4.1 Multi-Keyphrase Estimation as an Annota-
tion Problem
Almost all reported methods [2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 38, 40, 42, 43, 44, 54] rely on as-
sumptions of well-controlled semantic knowledge, objects, actions, scenes, and so
on. However, using these methods, it is necessary to manage the label set for
each attribute and to associate the labels to each image manually. Consequently,
the dataset tends to be small. Moreover, it tends to lack coverage to generate
sentences from various images.
In general terms, collecting a large amount of data from the web is a common
means to retrieve and process various images. What can be collected automati-
cally are images associated not with semantically clear labels but with surround-
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ing sentences and uncontrolled words. Indeed, [38] collects a million pairs of an
image and a sentential caption from the web for sentence generation from images.
As described in this paper, we present a novel problem, the Multi-keyphrase
Problem, for sentence generation from images. We seek to learn the relation
between keyphrases and images from pairs of an image and a sentence, and to
obtain a grammar model from all pairs. Consequently, a proposed framework
is extendable for sentence generation from large-scale images because a sentence
can be generated with no semantic knowledge such as an object, action, or scene.
Given an input image I, np keyphrases are estimated. We dene the i-th
keyphrase Ki as:
Ki = fwKi1 ; : : : ; wKinwg; (i = 1; : : : ; np); (4.1)
where w represents a word. As the rst step for multi-keyphrase problem, we
regard dierent word sequences as independent labels. Consequently, as a sub-
problem, a multi-keyphrase problem comes down to Image Annotation.
In existing works related to Image Annotation, combinations of metric learn-
ing and non-parametric approaches are mainstream.
With non-parametric approaches, an input image is annotated with the labels
of images located near the input image according to a certain metric. Although
multi-keyphrase estimation using such an approach is conceivable, the complexity
for calculating the distances between the input image and all N training samples
is O(N). Therefore, the execution time increases with the number of training
samples.
Moreover, the state-of-the-art methods require the complexity to be within
O(N)    O(N2) for metric learning. Therefore, scalability remains an open
question for non-parametric approaches.
To annotate images eciently, lower time complexity and higher accuracy are
required. Therefore, learning one classier for each keyphrase is apparently a
good approach. We need only match a feature of an input image to all classiers.
Therefore, the time for keyphrase estimation is O(1) (independent of N). Al-
though some existing works propose such classier-based methods [93, 94, 95, 96],
their accuracy is inferior to those of non-parametric approaches.
As described in this chapter, we interpret a classier-based approach as in-
ferior to a non-parametric approach because the learning methods for classiers
are unsuitable for multi-label problems. Existing works mostly use binary classi-
cation such as SVM with a one-vs.-the-rest manner. The classier for a label is
obtained by regarding images associated with the label as positive samples and
the rest images as negative samples. Furthermore, labels are output according to
the scores from the binary classiers. Nevertheless, no guarantee exists that the
output of SVMs for dierent classiers will have appropriate scales.
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Therefore, we modify existing learning methods for a multi-keyphrase problem
in which each image is associated with more than one label. The proposed method
is formulated by improving online multiclass learning so that more than one label
for a training sample is useful eciently. This method, which is applicable not
only to multi-keyphrase estimation but also to Image Annotation, achieves state-
of-the-art performance on some benchmark datasets.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 describes re-
lated works. Section 4.3 presents the proposed framework and a practical method
for estimating multi-keyphrase. Section 4.4 shows that our method obtains state-
of-the-art accuracy on the datasets for Image Annotation.
4.2 Related Methods for Annotation
This section introduces related works for Image Annotation, a subproblem of the
presented multi-keyphrase problem.
A non-parametric approach using training labels of neighbor samples for an-
notation, is undertaken in [29].
Recently, almost all existing works have adopted widely various image fea-
tures. Joint Equal Contribution (JEC) [30] uses color histograms and wavelets,
and computes the distances from an input image and all training samples with a
proper metric. For example, 2 distance is ideal for histograms, and L1 distance
is ideal for the wavelets. All distances are normalized and are simply summed
up to search for neighbor samples. Although simple, [30] achieved state-of-the-
art performance in 2008 when the method was proposed. TagProp [31] uses 15
features such as Gist [91], Bag-of-Features representation of SIFT [89], and color
histograms. TagProp learns the proper weight of each distance to obtain the
best performance, whereas JEC simply adds those distances. Moreover, TagProp
learns the weight for each label in neighbor samples because minor labels that
are rarely associated with images are not often used for annotation. TagProp
applies the logistic discriminant model to learn the weight of labels. Therefore,
TagProp, proposed in 2009, is recorded as showing state-of-the-art performance
on several benchmark datasets up to 2012. In 2011, [97] 43 proposed features
from foreground and background were inferred according to saliency, and now
are used along with TagProp. In some cases, [97] yields slightly superior per-
formance to that of TagProp. In [46], Canonical Contextual Distance (CCD)
is proposed. With CCD, low-dimensional space is computed using probabilis-
tic canonical correlation analysis with image features and label features so that
correlations between image features and label features might be largest. Conse-
quently, distances between image features are improved by virtue of similarities
among labels; the CCD performance is comparable to that of TagProp [32].
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However, the more important problem with a non-parametric approach is
the computational cost. As described in Section 4.1, calculating all distances
between an input image and all training samples is necessary for annotation.
Therefore, the time used for annotation increases linearly with the data amount.
Regarding the computational cost for the learning metric, JEC is constant to the
data amount because it needs only feature extraction. TagProp and CCD require
all distances between training samples for metric learning. Although they make
eorts so that learning can be performed only with distances among all samples
and a part of all samples, the number of a part of all samples will increase when
the whole dataset increases. Consequently, they lack scalability as the training
time increases to become more than linear to the data amount.
To realize scalability, the usage of a linear classier appears to be a promising
method. When each image has only a single label, the problem of estimating the
label is designated as Image Classication. In this area, as pipeline alternatives
to Bag-of-Features of SIFT and Kernel SVM, richer image representation than
Bag-or-Features and linear SVM is actively pursued [28, 74]. With these image
representations, feature extraction and learning for classication can be done
linearly to the data amount. Moreover, the time for label estimation is constant
to the data amount.
However, existing work using SVM for annotation is inferior to JEC proposed
in the same year.
Binary classication with SVM is inappropriate for multiclass settings such
as annotation. As described in Section 4.1, in the one-vs.-the-rest technique, all
samples are divided into positive or negative for each class. However, it renders
positive and negative samples as highly imbalanced, and no guarantee exists that
the output of SVMs for dierent classiers will have appropriate scales.
Recent studies of large-scale Image Classication adopt online learning for
linear classication as described in Chapter 1. Indeed, Weston [64] proposes an
online learning method for Image Annotation. The authors devote their attention
to developing an algorithm that ts on a laptop. Although various approximations
are included, their method outperforms the approximated nearest neighbor and
binary PA.
As described in Chapter 1, we have three guidelines for large-scale Image
Classication:
In this chapter, therefore, we propose a novel learning method for training
samples with multiple labels by generalizing Passive{Aggressive (PA) [59] to
achieve state-of-the-art accuracy and scalability. The method is called Passive{
Aggressive with Averaged Pairwise Loss (PAAPL). Moreover, other online algo-
rithms of multi-classication Passive{Aggressive (PA) [59], and Normal distribu-
tion HERDing (NHERD) [62]{are investigated.
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4.3 Sentence Generation with Multi-keyphrase
Estimation
In this section, we rst describe the means to extract the keyphrases to be learned.
Secondly we describe the methods used to estimate keyphrases. Finally, we ex-
plain the method used for spinning keyphrases into one sentence.
4.3.1 Multi-keyphrase Extraction
Learning with noisy keyphrases that are unrelated to images degrades the accu-
racy of multi-keyphrase estimation. Therefore, we investigate a lter to extract
keyphrases from each sentence of an image. We want to select phrases that are
(i) related to the image contents and that (ii) appear in many sentences. Conse-
quently, we investigate two lters.
Local TF-IDF lter. We regard the typicality of each phrase as a clue
to how the phrase relates to the image's contents. For example, some phrases
such as \is a" and \this is" appear frequently though the phrases, but they are
apparently irrelevant to the contents. Conversely, \living room" and \black dog"
are expected to be typical phrases. Therefore, we regard phrases that appear
many times in the sentence (high Term Frequency) and which rarely appear in
other sentences (Inverse Document Frequency) as typical. Therefore, top-nk TF-
IDF [98] valued phrases are extracted.
Global DF lter. With local TF-IDF lter, overly rare phrases are unsuit-
able for classier learning because small samples for a phrase might engender low
accuracy. Here we make much of the sample size for each keyphrase to learn it
stably. We extract phrases only according to bounds of nd, the number of samples
in which each phrase appears.
4.3.2 Methods of Multi-keyphrase Learning
Whichever lter we use, some noisy phrases exist in extracted keyphrases. To
learn the classiers for each keyphrase from various images, requirements are
not only the compatibility of scalability for the data amount and accuracy for
keyphrase estimation, but also the tolerability of noise.
Given the t-th training sample xt 2 Rd associated with a label set Yt, a
subset of Y = f1; : : : ; nyg, it is classied with the present weight vector yit
(i = 1; : : : ; ny)
1 as:
y^t = argmax
yi
yit  xt: (4.2)
1Here, the bias b is included in t as 
>
t  [>t ; b] by redening x>t  [x>t ; 1]
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If necessary, multiple labels are estimated in score order.
Multi-labeling for one sample is applicable by dening ny > 1. Here, hinge-
loss ` is given as:
`(rtt ;
st
t ; (xt; Yt))
=
(
0 rtt  xt   stt  xt  1
1  (rtt  xt   stt  xt) otherwise
; (4.3)
where rt = argmin
r2Yt
rt  xt and st = argmax
s=2Yt
st  xt.
In this chapter, we use Passive{Aggressive (PA) and NHERD as baseline
methods. Although both are explained in Chapter 3, we describe the formulation
of PA because our proposed method is based on PA.
4.3.2.1 Passive{Aggressive
PA is an online learning method for binary and multiclass classication, regres-
sion, uniclass estimation, and structure estimation. The salient benet of PA is
that the update coecient is analytically calculated according to the loss. In
contrast, SGD based methods and traditional perceptron require design of the
coecient.
Here we seek to decrease the hinge-loss of multi-classication and not to
change the weight radically. Consequently, we obtain the following formulation.
rtt+1;
st
t+1
= argmin
rt ;rt
jjrt   rtt jj2 + jjst   stt jj2 + C; (4.4)
s:t: `(rt ;st ; (xt; Yt))   and   0: (4.5)
Therein,  denotes a slack variable representing the bound of the loss. C signies
a parameter to reduce the negative inuence of noisy labels. It can be derived
using Lagrange's method of undetermined multipliers. Therefore we obtain:
rtt+1 = 
rt
t + t  xt; stt+1 = stt   t  xt; (4.6)
t = minfC; `(rtt ;stt ; (xt; Yt))=(2jjxtjj2)g: (4.7)
This PA is called PA-I in [59]. NHERD has a generalized form of PA-II. PA
and SGD-SVM have a closed form. Indeed, PA for binary classication and SGD-
SVM without L2 regularization have the same update rule. Dierences between
SGD-SVM and PA-I here are (1) binary or multi-class, (2) regularization form,
and (3) the number of parameter to be tuned. Consequently, not only SGD-SVM
but also PA can be regarded as online learning for SVM.
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4.3.2.2 Passive{Aggressive with Averaged Pairwise Loss
Both PA and NHERD are online learning methods for classication, but they
present no problem if a sample is associated with multiple labels. Indeed, the
Passive{Aggressive Model for Image Retrieval (PAMIR) [99] is proposed by ap-
plication of PA to image retrieval.
However, they treat only one relevant label and one irrelevant label. Appar-
ently, classiers of some labels are not well updated. That convergence becomes
delayed.
Therefore, we propose a novel online learning algorithm for which multiple
labels are attached to one sample. As discussed in Section 4.2, general online
learning methods consist of two steps: classication of the t-th sample, and update
of the t-th classiers. Given the d-dimensional weight vectors  for all ny labels,
the complexity for classication of a sample is O(dny), whereas the complexity for
update of a classier is O(d). If we update all classiers with given labels Yt, then
its complexity becomes O(djYtj). In Image Annotation and especially sentence
generation, we can assume ny  jYtj. Therefore, because classication is the
rate-controlling step, total computation time remains much the same whether we
update one classier or jYtj classiers. Figure 4.1 shows the conceptual dierence
between hinge-loss and the loss used in the proposed method. Consequently,
the proposed PAAPL achieves eciency by averaging all pairwise losses between
relevant and irrelevant labels.
1. Given a t-th image, dene label set Yt of ny labels by selecting highly scored
and irrelevant labels.
2. Randomly select one relevant label rt from Yt and one irrelevant label st
from Yt.
3. Based on a hinge-loss between rt and st, 1   (rtt  xt   stt  xt), update
classiers according to PA.
Additionally, we investigate a way to reduce the complexity O(dny) for the
classication step. In [64], the approximation of a loss function by the random
selection of labels is an important step for online learning when using less powerful
computers. Although random selection might miss incorrectly classied labels at
a higher rate, it was veried experimentally that correct classiers are obtainable
eventually. Therefore, we also adopted random selection.
1. Randomly select one relevant label rt from Yt.
2. Dene irrelevant label st with random selection from Yt and compute the
hinge-loss 1 (rtt xt stt xt). Continue selecting st until the loss becomes
positive.
3. If the hinge-loss becomes positive, update classiers for rt and st according
to PA; otherwise proceed to the next training sample.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of hinge-loss and averaged pairwise loss.
4.3.3 From Multi-keyphrases to a Sentence
Generated sentences for an input image It are expected to include many keyphrases
and must be grammatically correct. We can solve a sentence-generation problem
by minimizing the sum of costs: phrase cost p(w1; : : : ; wn), and length cost l(l).
The optimization problem is:
fw1; : : : ; wlg = argmin
w1;:::;wl
l(l) + p
X
p(w1; : : : ; wn); (4.8)
where p is weight parameter for phrase cost. This problem can be regarded as
integer programming, but the length cost complicates this problem. Therefore,
we investigated the eects of relaxation using multi-stack beam search modied
in [1]. Beam searching saves some high rank candidate sentences in one stack.
The stacks are divided according to the length of the generated sentence. The
highest-ranked sentence wedged between two edge-of-sentences (EOS), which is a
special word representing the edge of a sentence, is chosen as the output. If there
are too few contents compared to the target length, keyphrases are expended
quickly, leading a large increase in grammar cost and ultimately shortening the
generated sentences. Consequently, short sentences are generated for images with
little content.
The remainder of this section presents a description of the details of the cost
terms/functions.
4.3.3.1 Phrase Cost
The phrase cost is calculated with two probability functions. Given a phrase
fw1; : : : ; wng, the phrase is evaluated with the keyphrase probability Pk(w1; : : : ; wnjIt)
if the phrase is an estimated keyphrase K for the input image It. Otherwise, the
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phrase is evaluated with grammar probability Pg(wng jw1; : : : ; wng 1).
p(w1; : : : ; wn) =(
  logPk(w1; : : : ; wnjIt) fw1; : : : ; wlg 2 K
  logPg(wnjw1; : : : ; wn 1) otherwise
: (4.9)
For grammar probability, we investigate a well-known N-gram model that uses
statistical frequency Pg(wn;w1; : : : ; wn 1) to estimate a word wn after a word
sequence fw1; : : : ; wn 1g. The N-gram model is a common method for natural
language processing (e.g., statistical machine translation).
Alternatively, the combination of two probabilities such as p =   logPk  
g logg Pg with a weight parameter g is plausible. As described in this pa-
per, however, we simply encourage the maximal use of keyphrases by dening
Pk(w1; : : : ; wnjIt) = 1 to investigate the inuence of keyphrase estimation on the
accuracy of generated sentences.
4.3.3.2 Length Cost
Using the phrase cost alone tends to generate sentences that are too short be-
cause the cost sum increases concomitantly with sentence length. Therefore, we
introduce the following length cost with the target length l0 = 10 + 2 EOS as:
l(l) =   logPl(l); (4.10)
where Pl / N(l0; 0), and 0 represents the strictness of length.
4.4 Evaluation of Multi-keyphrase Estimation
In this section, we evaluate the proposed method for multi-keyphrase estima-
tion. Particularly, we investigate performances of Image Annotation using three
benchmark datasets.
4.4.1 Experiment Setting
We use the following three de-facto standard datasets. As described in [31], Corel
5k is easy to learn. What must be done is comparison of the performance on more
than one dataset.
Corel 5k. Corel 5k [8] consists of about 4500 training samples and 500 test
samples. Each training sample is associated with 3.4 labels, on average, from 260
labels.
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ESP Game. ESP Game [13] has about 60,000 images that are manually
annotated through a game. Existing works for annotation [30, 31] select about
20,000 images. Each image is associated with 4.7 labels, on average, from 268
labels.
IAPR-TC12. IAPR-TC12 [14] is released for image retrieval between several
languages. Existing works for annotation [30, 31] select about 20,000 images.
Each training sample is associated with 5.7 labels, on average, from 291 labels.
As an image feature, we use Fisher Vector (FV) [28] from SIFT [89]. We
extracted SIFT descriptor from a regular grid with step size of 6 pixels at multiple
scales: 16  16, 25  25, 36  36, 49  49, and 64  64. Then we reduce the
dimensions to 64 using PCA, and obtain a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
with 256 components. Then FV is calculated respectively over 1 1, 2 2, and
3 1 cells.
As ESP Game and IAPR-TC12 has many data, we reduce the memory usage
with Product Quantization (PQ) according to [67]. We divide FV into each of
eight dimension vectors, and generate 256 clusters using k-means method. All
FVs of training samples are quantized with those clusters, and approximated with
the centroids of each cluster when learning with the training sample.
For a fair comparison of annotation method, we also use 15 features provided
in the paper of TagProp [31]. To combine dierent features, we independently
learn the classiers for each feature at rst, and estimate labels for test samples
with the sum of the scores from classiers of each feature.
We evaluate the performance for annotation with the following three indica-
tors. Given a sample, we dene the number a as correctly estimated labels, b as
correct labels, and c as estimated labels.
Precision (P). The ratio of correctly estimated labels to estimated labels,
i.e., P = a=c.
Recall (R). The ratio of correctly estimated labels to correct labels i.e.,
R = b=c.
F-measure (F). Because a tradeo exists between Precision and Recall, we
use the harmonic average:
F =
2 P  R
P + R
=
2ab
(a+ b)c
: (4.11)
Following existing works, we x c = 5. Additionally, we multiply all indicators
by 100, i.e., 0  P ;R;F  100.
4.4.2 Experiment Result on Benchmark Datasets
We present the result of annotation with Corel 5k in Table 4.1. TagProp43 [97]
represents the integration of 43 features proposed in [97] and metric learning
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Table 4.1: Comparison of performance in terms of P , R, and F on Corel 5K.
P R F
JEC [30] 27 32 29
Matrix Factorization [93] 29 29 29
TagProp [31] 33 42 37
CCD [32] 36 41 38
TagProp43 [97] 35 41 37
PAAPL on 15 features 40 57 47
PAAPL on FV 44 62 51
GMM PCA−SIFT
40
44
48
52 SPM level
Dimension of FV (dim. / 32768)
PAAPL
TagProp
F-
m
ea
su
re
1 5 8 1 2 84 1 2 84
Figure 4.2: Comparison between PAAPL and TagProp with lower dimensional
FVs.
with TagProp. PAAPL on 15 features uses 15 features provided in the paper of
TagProp [31]1. As shown in Table 4.1, we outperform existing works. Even if
TagProp's 15 features are used, the performance of PAAPL is superior to that of
TagProp.
Moreover, the combination of proposed PAAPL and FV achieves the best
F -measure of 51. However, the combination of FV and TagProp is not re-
ported. Moreover, high-dimensional features are incompatible with neighbor
search. Therefore, we reduce the dimensions of FV in the following manner
and compare the performance of PAAPL and TagProp.
SPM level. Reduce the SPM cells from 1 1 + 2 2 + 3 1 (262144 dim.)
to 1 1 + 2 2 (163840 dim.), and to 1 1 (32768 dim.).
GMM component. Reduce the components of GMM from 256 (262144
dim.) to 128 (131072 dim.), to 64 (65536 dim.), and to 32 (32768 dim.).
PCA-SIFT dimension. Reduce the dimensions with PCA from 64 (262144
dim.) to 32 (131072 dim.), to 16 (65536 dim.), and to 8 (32768 dim.).
1Features and codes of TagProp are provided on http://lear.inrialpes.fr/pubs/2009/GMVS09/.
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Figure 4.3: Convergence comparison conducted among online learning methods.
A comparison of results is shown in Figure 4.2. First, the combination of
FV and TagProp is also superior to existing results on Corel 5k. Secondly, SPM
does not aect the performance on Corel 5k because FV for whole image itself
has sucient isolation for this dataset. Thirdly, FV with 32 dim. PCA-SIFT is
better than full FV for TagProp. Finally, with all FVs, PAAPL outperformed
TagProp.
Next we compare the respective convergence speeds of PAAPL, PA, and
NHERD. All methods are implemented using MATLAB. Figure 4.3 shows the
performance at every iteration. The proposed PAAPL obtains good performance
with few iterations. Such a trend will become pronounced in multi-keyphrase es-
timation using many more labels. Indeed, such a result is obtained in Section 4.5.
We present comparison results of ESP Game and IAPR-TC12 in Table 4.2.
Results show that PAAPL is comparable to existing methods on IAPR-TC12 and
that it outperforms them on ESP Game. The computational time for learning
is proportional to the data amount. That for annotation is constant in relation
to the data amount. Because the proposed method achieves a better score than
TagProp does, the scalability of which is a problem, PAAPL is shown to be
competitive.
4.5 Experiment and Discussion of Sentence Gen-
eration
In this section, PASCAL Sentence [6] is used for experimentation. It has 20
categories, each with 50 images. Each image has about ve captions of around
10 words each. This dataset is generated using cloudsourcing in [37]. We split
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Table 4.2: Comparison of performance in terms of P , R, and F on ESP Game
and IAPR-TC12.
ESP Game IAPR-TC12
P R F P R F
JEC [30] 22 25 23 28 29 28
TagProp [31] 39 27 32 46 35 40
CCD [32] 36 24 29 44 29 35
TagProp43 [97] 43 23 30 - - -
PAAPL on 15 features 32 35 33 40 38 39
PAAPL on FV 36 40 38 38 36 37
Table 4.3: Statistics of all phrases and ltered phrases with local TF-IDF. The
upper side of each cell presents the number of training samples including at least
one keyphrase. The lower side presents the number of keyphrases.
Local TF-IDF All
top-1 top-3 top-5 top-7 top-9 1
900 900 900 900 900 900
764.6 1983.6 3117.0 4504.2 6111.0 15443.2
the dataset into training data and test data according to [1]: 45 pairs of an image
and a text per category are chosen as training samples. All splits are dened
randomly ve times. Then the scores are averaged.
We regard to [1], which also uses only PASCAL Sentence, as a baseline. There-
fore, we extract the same features and perform the same dimension reduction as a
preprocess. As an image feature for the shape information, we extracted a SIFT
descriptor from a regular grid with step size 6 pixels at 16 16 scale. Then LLC
with 1024 codewords is calculated respectively over 1 1, 2 2, and 4 4 cells.
For the texture information, we extract HLAC [100], Gist [91], and LBP [90].
Additionally, as [1] does, we extract word TF-IDF vectors as text features
and reduce the dimension of image feature with Canonical Contextual Distance
(CCD) [46]. Because CCD is a name for a metric, we refer to compressed features
as Canonical Contextual Coordinate (C3). Keyphrases are estimated through
neighbor search in this space in [1]. Therefore, we refer to [1] as C3+knn.
We extract two-word sequences as keyphrases and learn the classication by
PA, NHERD, and PAAPL with 10 iterations on C3. Then keyphrases are con-
nected with the grammar model consisting of a bigram and trigram. We adopt
standard back-o smoothing because the training samples are too few to esti-
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Table 4.4: Statistics of ltered phrases with global DF. The upper side of each
cell presents the number of training samples include at least one keyphrase. The
lower side presents the number of keyphrases.
Bound
Upper
300 200 100
L
ow
er
5
900.0 900.0 900.0
1226.6 1221.8 1207.8
10
900.0 900.0 899.6
500.6 495.8 481.8
50
889.0 863.6 694.6
43.4 38.6 24.6
Table 4.5: Accuracy of multi-keyphrase estimation and of generated sentence for
each method.
P R F BLEU NIST
C3+knn (baseline) 2.6 0.6 1.0 3.590.82 2.030.04
C3+knn+N-gram 2.6 0.6 1.0 3.680.67 2.010.03
C3+PA+N-gram 6.4 1.5 2.5 4.901.50 2.310.20
C3+NHERD+N-gram 6.4 1.5 2.4 4.991.07 2.200.21
C3+PAAPL+N-gram (proposed) 20.2 4.9 7.8 6.152.07 2.340.11
FV+PAAPL+N-gram (proposed) 26.9 6.4 10.4 7.521.89 2.650.18
mate an N-gram accurately. We dene p = 0:05, and estimate ve keyphrases.
Alternatively, we extract FV with the same protocol in Section 4.4 and generate
sentences through multi-keyphrase learning.
Keyphrases are extracted according to the lter described in Section 4.3. The
statistics of the number of keyphrases and usable training samples are presented
in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4: for statistics with no lter and local TF-IDF lter, and
for the statistics with global DF lter, respectively. The number of top phrases to
be used, nk, is dened 1, 3, 5, 7, or 9. The bounds of nd, the number of samples
where each phrase appears are dened so that the number of samples for each
phrase might be ensured and so that overfrequent (and meaningless) phrases such
as \is-a" might be eliminated.
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4.5.1 Examples of Generated Sentences
Figure 4.4 presents some examples of generated sentences. As shown, sentences
can be generated using as many keyphrases as the method can. We can learn
keyphrases about spatial relations (e.g., \in front") because we extract features
using Spatial Pyramid and grid cells and preserve spatial information. More-
over, words that do not appear in the keyphrases are useful in interpolated from
keyphrases found using the N-gram model.
4.5.2 Automatic Evaluation
Automatic evaluation for generated sentence is important and dicult. Some
studies [2, 4, 6, 35, 38, 42, 43, 54, 55, 56] evaluate systems that assess sentences
using humans instead of automatic evaluation. However, it is extremely dicult
to compare the performance without automatic evaluation. Automatic evalu-
ation is dicult mainly because of the large variety of representations for one
image. Even if each image has one correct sentential caption, as do other bench-
mark datasets for other image recognition, processing word order variation and
synonyms appropriately is dicult.
Some works [4, 36, 38] use automatic evaluations for statistical machine trans-
lation. In addition, for statistical machine translation, evaluation adopting word
order variation and synonyms is ideal. Evaluation methods such as BLEU [101]
and NIST [102] subsume that various reference translations are associated with
one test datum. The translation output is evaluated in terms of the degree to
which word sequences are common in output and references. Consequently, be-
cause word order variation and synonyms are partly adopted, correlation between
automatic evaluations and human evaluations exists. [4] shows low correlation
between BLEU and human evaluation, but this is true because references of the
types in PASCAL Sentence and their Baby Talk dier greatly: PASCAL Sen-
tence describes the main content of each image, whereas Baby Talk describes all
objects' names, numbers, and their local relations.
Therefore, we use BLEU and NIST for evaluation1 with the default order of
N-grams for BLEU (up to 4-gram) and NIST (up to 5-gram). Using multiple
evaluations, the performance comparison is more reliable.
1Particularly we use the evaluation tool provided by NIST
(http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tools/).
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Figure 4.4: Examples of estimated keyphrases and generated sentences. The 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Figure 4.5: Frequencies of the word gaps between grammatically related words.
4.5.3 Discussion about Keyphrase Extraction
In this subsection, we discuss the denition of the keyphrases and how to extract
them from the experimentally obtained results.
In this chapter, we dene keyphrases as sequences of two continuous words.
However, it is not clear that sequences of two continuous words have the most
relations among objects, actions, and attributes in the input images.
Therefore, we rst investigate whether the most relations in the sentences are
included in two continuous words or not. Particularly, we parse all sentences
in PASCAL Sentence dataset using Stanford Parser [103]. The frequencies of
the word gaps between grammatically related words are shown in Figure 4.5.
About half of the relations between two words are extracted from two continuous
words. Table 4.6 shows the relations which frequently occur in two continuous
words. We also nd that the relations extracted from two discontinuous words
include many \prep " relations. For example, relation \prep in" is found from
\airplane in ight". Although \airplane" and \ight" are distant from each other,
these three words can be restored by estimating two keyphrases, \airplane in"
and \in ight". Consequently, \prep " relations can also be represented by two
continuous words. Over half of the relations are included in two continuous words.
Therefore, we use these continuous words to extract the relations.
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The performance of multi-keyphrase estimation and accuracy of generated
sentence of all compared methods including the baseline is shown in Table 4.5.
For a fair comparison to the baseline, we show the results when using all phrases
as keyphrases. PA and NHERD are superior to knn in terms of multi-keyphrase
estimation, but PAAPL clearly outperforms other methods because the conver-
gence of PA and NHERD with normal hinge-loss becomes much delayed in the
situation where one image has multiple phrases. For the accuracy of generated
sentences, PAAPL achieves the best score. Merely applying a grammar model to
baseline [1] does not aect the accuracy. Although PA and NHERD outperform
knn in terms of keyphrase estimation, the accuracy of the generated sentence
does not increase greatly.
In this chapter, we use lters based on frequencies only. The objective to
lter phrases according to their frequencies is to eliminate overly frequent (and
meaningless) phrases such as \is-a". Therefore, we would like to eliminate all
meaningless phrases.
Figure 4.6 shows the result of PAAPL with FV and each keyphrase lter. As
it is shown, global DF lter with 300  nd  10 yields the best performance.
Although the accuracy increases with larger nk of local TF-IDF lter, Table 4.3
and Table 4.4 show that the number of keyphrases from local TF-IDF lter with
nk = 9 is much larger than that from global DF lter with 300  nd  10. It
can be said that a phrase should be regarded as a keyphrase when the sample
numbers which contain the phrase are greater than the lower bound.
What are meaningless phrases? Indeed, \is-a" is a meaningless phrase. Ac-
tually, this is not because \is-a" is overly frequent but because \is-a" consists of
an auxiliary verb and an article. Therefore, meaningless phrases are apparently
found by considering whether each word in the phrase is meaningless or not. For
example, the following word classes can be regarded as senseless.
1. articles (a/an/the)
2. prepositions (about/in/upon)
3. auxiliary verbs (be/do/have)
4. pronouns (it/this/I)
5. numericals (one/two/three)
6. interrogatives (who/where/when)
Additionally, other meaningless words exist such as abstract verbs (come/have/take).
Although new words are born every year, the meaningless words described here
are apparently senseless and will be so for a long time.
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Figure 4.6: Accuracy of generated sentences with each lter for keyphrase extrac-
tion.
In the literature on Information Retrieval, such meaningless words are called
stop words and are dened for each retrieval system. Therefore, we present
another lter, Stop Word Filter (SWF), based on the rate of stop words. Partic-
ularly, phrases are discarded if more than half of words in the phrases are stop
words. In Chapter 6, we evaluate the eect of this lter.
Although the proposed method achieves the best result, the performance still
must be improved mainly because the keyphrases are large compared to the num-
ber of training samples. In [43], manually generated sentences for images achieve
BLEU 1 of almost 50. Low accuracy of multi-keyphrase estimation harms the
eventual performance of generated sentences.
The simplest means to cope with the shortage of training samples is collecting
a larger dataset. The proposed method is applicable for a large dataset. There-
fore, the accuracy of generated sentences will be improved when numerous data
consisting of pairs of an image and a sentence are collected.
Another problem for the keyphrase approach using PAAPL is that O(dny)
parameters are necessary for learning all classiers, which would require not only
too much space complexity but also produce a shortage of training samples.
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4.6 Summary of Proposed Approach for Senten-
tial Description
In this chapter, we propose a novel approach to generate sentences from images.
We present Multi-keyphrase Problem to estimate keyphrases and to generate a
sentence by connecting the keyphrases using a grammar model. Our method
merely requires pairs of an image and an associated sentence. Manual preparation
of semantic knowledge such as subjects, actions, and scenes is not necessary.
Because we consider dierent word sequences as independent phrases, the
multi-keyphrase problem is reduced to Image Annotation. Therefore, we propose
novel online learning called PAAPL for training samples with multiple labels.
Experimental results demonstrate that sentences can be generated with the
proposed framework. The accuracy of generated sentences is better than that of
the existing work. Moreover, the proposed PAAPL method is superior in terms
of scalability and performance on Image Annotation. （未発表部分の為省略）
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Chapter 5
（未発表部分の為章題省略）
（未発表部分の為省略）
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Chapter 6
Evaluation of Sentential
Description for Images
（未発表部分の為省略）
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
Generating sentences to explain images is an ultimate goal of generic object recog-
nition. Most existing works require semantic knowledge such as hobject, action,
scenei. Such labels with attributes should be labeled manually. Therefore, com-
piling a large-scale dataset is dicult. In this thesis, we develop a system to
generate sentences for images using only pairs of an image and sentences. To
realize sentence generation using only images and sentences, we present a Multi-
keyphrase Problem to estimate keyphrases and to generate a sentence by connect-
ing the keyphrases using a grammar model.
Guidelines of Online Learning Methods for Large Scale Vi-
sual Recognition (Chapter 3)
As described herein, we gave qualitative and quantitative comparisons of these
online learning algorithms. To date, no report has described a study investigating
state-of-the-art algorithms for visual recognition or a study evaluating those al-
gorithms in unied experimental settings. When these algorithms were proposed,
toy data and the NLP dataset were used for evaluation. Comparison using con-
ventional settings for visual recognition must be conducted. Finally, this chapter
presents three guidelines based on results of image classication as the following.
1. Perceptron can compete against the latest algorithms.
 Provided that the second guideline is observed.
2. Averaging is necessary for any algorithm.
 First-order algorithms w/o averaging cannot compete against second-
order algorithms.
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 When averaging is used, the accuracies of all algorithms mutually con-
verge.
 Averaging accelerates not only rst-order algorithms, but also second-
order algorithms.
3. Investigate multiclass learning rst.
 Both one-versus-the-rest learning and multiclass learning achieve sim-
ilar accuracy.
 However, one-versus-the-rest takes much longer CPU time to converge
than multiclass does.
Sentence Generation via Keyphrase Estimation (Chapter 4)
Existing methods to describe images sententially require semantic knowledge such
as labels of an object, action, or scene. Using these methods, we must strive to
prepare a highly organized dataset.
In this chapter, we propose a novel approach to generate sentences from im-
ages. We presentMulti-keyphrase Problem to estimate keyphrases and to generate
a sentence by connecting the keyphrases using a grammar model. Our method
requires only pairs of an image and an associated sentence. Manual preparation of
semantic knowledge such as subjects, actions, and scenes is not necessary. There-
fore, we propose a novel online learning method for multi-keyphrase estimation:
Passive{Aggressive with Averaged Pairwise Loss (PAAPL).
The proposed framework, although simple and scalable, can generate sen-
tences from images with no semantic knowledge. Experimental results demon-
strate that sentences can be generated using the proposed framework. The ac-
curacy of generated sentences is better than that of existing methods. Moreover,
PAAPL, which is proposed for multi-keyphrase estimation, which is applicable to
image annotation, is superior in terms of scalability and performance on image
annotation.
（未発表部分の為省略）
7.2 Unsolved Problems and Future Works
In this thesis, we present the Multi-keyphrase Problem to generate sentences for
images. From a thorough comparison of online learning methods for large-scale
visual classication, we propose a novel online learning method for keyphrase es-
timation. This method is shown to be capable of learning many labels accurately.
Because keyphrase estimation is a bottleneck to generate sentences, the pro-
posal of CoSMoS in this thesis contributes greatly to the performance of the
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generated sentences. Therefore, our future works will address the following top-
ics.
Discontinuous Keyphrases
Our objective of the use of keyphrases is learning not only objects, actions, and
attributes but also their relations. For simplicity, continuous phrases are used as
keyphrases, which is reasonable because the order of words represents relations
among English words. A continuous phrase naturally represents the relations
among the words in the phrase. However, some distantly positioned words are
inferred as representing important relations.
For example, as described in Chapter 2, our objective is to generate a sentence
such as \A man bites a white dog in his arms." from keyphrases such as \man-
bites", \white-dog", and \his-arms". Actually, continuous phrases can treat these
relations. However, relations such as \bites|dog" cannot be extracted. Although
we can manage to extract the relation by introducing four-word phrases such as
\bites a white dog", the use of such long phrases is dicult because the number
of phrases would be too large and because the frequency of long phrases would
be too low to train classiers.
Therefore, one avenue of future work is the investigation of discontinuous
keyphrases. Such a tide is also happened in literature of Natural Language Pro-
cessing. [112] proposes phrase-based machine translation. Their \phrases" also
represent a sequence of words and extraction from a parallel corpus. Afterward,
[113] proposed hierarchical phrase-based translation and achieved superior per-
formance. The hierarchical structures of sentences are not linguistically syntax-
based. As [113] reports, hierarchical phrases are extracted from a parallel corpus
instead of extraction of syntax structures as in truly syntax-based translation
[114]. Moreover, [115] proposes a non-hierarchical approach to extract discontin-
uous phrases.
The greatest problem hindering extraction of discontinuous keyphrases is that
the input structure diers greatly from that of output. In machine translation,
both input and output are sentences, i.e., sequences of symbols. In sentence
generation from images, only output is a sequence of symbols whereas input is a
2D array of real numbers, i.e., pixels. Therefore, nding the alignment between
pixels and discontinuous phrases is dicult. Without such an alignment, we
should consider all combinations among all words.
A possible solution to introduce discontinuous keyphrases is a top-down def-
inition of keyphrases based on parts of speech such as \(Noun){(Verb)". As
extracted in [54, 55, 56], we can extract phrases using a parser. With these dis-
continuous keyphrases, we should formulate a novel search method to connect
these keyphrases.
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More Sophisticated Sentence Generation from Keyphrases
As the experimentally obtained results in Chapter 6 demonstrate, sentence gen-
eration from estimated keyphrases must be improved.
One solution is the use of more sophisticated grammar model. By collecting
more sentences from an external dataset, it is possible to generate a more stable
grammar model. The reason we extract a grammar model from only each dataset
is that we would like to evaluate the performance using only each dataset with
no external data for fair comparison.
When discontinuous keyphrases are extracted as described in the last subsec-
tion, the proposed multi-stack beam search should be modied further to treat
those keyphrases as in [115].
Additionally, as shown in Figure ??, resolving redundant expression such as
\A sheep in a grassy eld of sheep standing on grass." is preferred. The proposed
beam search encourages the use of estimated keyphrases. Improved search should
not only encourage the use of some words but also discourage the inclusion of
some words overlapping the sentence that is generated. One naive solution is
consideration of all synonyms as one word. Because all synonyms such as \Mac
Air" and \ultrabook" cannot be organized manually, however, the use of an
existing synonym dictionary is suboptimal. Moreover, overlapping expressions
are not limited to synonyms. For example, the use of too many verbs in a sentence
and the use of too many words modifying the same word should be avoided.
Toward Sentence Generation for Individual Users
Generally, sentences for one image should vary among individual users. Our
future work should address adaptation to individuals. To adapt sentences to each
user, users should input some feedback to the system. For usability, adapting with
a slight amount of feedback is preferred. We believe that our keyphrase estimation
with CoSMoS is suitable for learning with a small amount of feedback. Such
adaptation is necessary for the true goal of interpreting objects and events in the
real world for life-log systems and robots working in our dwelling environment.
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